
Senior Patrol Leader 

 Runs all troop meetings with the help of the other boy leaders. 

 Runs all troop outings with the help of the other boy leaders. 

 Attends the monthly troop leaders council meeting with the Scoutmaster, ASPL, and PLs. (these 

meetings are held in my home and appear on the troop calendar) 

 Is at the top of the phone tree. He is responsible for calling PL’s and the ASPL when phone calls are to 

be made. 

 Works with the Scoutmaster to handle any situations that may arise during a scouting activity. 

 Set the example for other Scouts in his behavior, dress and attitude. The SPL must have a positive 

Scouting attitude.  

 Must be very active. His attendance is as critical (if not more critical) than the Scoutmaster at all troop 

meetings and activities.  

 He must be a self starter. The SPL must be willing to take the initiative to take care of anything he sees 

that may need his attention. 

 

Assistant Senior Patrol Leader 

 Fills in for the Senior patrol leader when he is absent  

 Assists the senior patrol leader in running all troop meetings with the help of the other boy leaders. 

 Assists the senior patrol leader in running all troop outings with the help of the other boy leaders. 

 Attends the monthly troop leaders council meeting with the Scoutmaster, SPL, and PLs. (these meetings 

are held in my home and appear on the troop calendar) 

 Works with the Scoutmaster to handle any situations that may arise during a scouting activity. 

 Set the example for other Scouts in his behavior, dress and attitude. The ASPL must have a positive 

Scouting attitude.  

 Must be very active. His attendance is as critical (if not more critical) than the Scoutmaster at all troop 

meetings and activities.  

 He must be a self starter. The ASPL must be willing to take the initiative to take care of anything he sees 

that may need his attention. 

 

Patrol Leader  

 Runs the patrol at all troop meetings and outings. 

 Set the example for other Scouts in his behavior, dress and attitude. The PL must have a positive 

Scouting attitude. 

 Attends the monthly troop leaders council meeting with the Scoutmaster, SPL, and ASPL. (these 

meetings are held in my home and appear on the troop calendar) 

 Works with the SPL to handle any situations that may arise during a scouting activity. 

 He must be a self starter. The PL must be willing to take the initiative to take care of anything he sees 

that may need his attention. 

 

Assistant Patrol Leader 

 Fills in for the patrol leader when he is absent  

 Helps the PL run the patrol at all troop meetings and outings. 

 Set the example for other Scouts in his behavior, dress and attitude. The APL must have a positive 

Scouting attitude. 

 Works with the PL to handle any situations that may arise during a scouting activity. 

 He must be a self starter. The APL must be willing to take the initiative to take care of anything he sees 

that may need his attention. 


